
Possible Design Responses

‘Rent&Vent’ Service Design/Generative System
A digital platform for members of ‘Generation Y’ to share their 
experiences, advice and opinions on renting around Australia. It seeks 
to reveal the truths of landlord and tenant relationships and provide 
informal feedback on how renting may be improved as a long-term 
solution for affordable housing.

‘Roots/Migration’ Visualisation Practice
A collective map of Sydney, that shows the movement of people from 
property to property. There could be a particular focus on showing 
whether people are choosing to live near their roots or whether they 
are moving further afield (perhaps to find more affordable housing).

‘Burst’ Service Design
An opt-in service that alerts ‘Generation Y’ (in particular prospective 
homebuyers) to exciting and affordable new real estate listings that suit 
their specified criteria. In particular, it tries to highlight opportunities 
for first-home buyers to ‘burst’ their way into the private property 
market. This service may take the form of an app and include tips and 
explanations on things related to buying a first home.

‘Great Australian Dream Catcher’ Generative System
This system seeks to expose the realities of whether ‘Generation Y’ are 
able to attain the ‘Great Australian Dream’ of home ownership. A web 
scraping tool filters concerns and discussions shared by ‘Generation 
Y’ on social media, regarding their success and/or failures of buying 
their first home. This could also involve a data visualisation that 
shows where members of ‘Generation Y’ are homeowners and/or a 
measurement of positive vs. negative comments.

‘#publichousing’ Generative System
Using a web scraping tool, live public opinions shared via social 
media on the issue of public housing in Australia could be projected 
onto the walls of the iconic Sirius building in Sydney. This seeks 
to provoke discussion on the management of public housing in 
NSW as well as encouraging a broader range of ‘Generation Y’ to be 
exposed to the issue.

‘How Many Years?’ Visualisation Practice
A calculator that estimates the amount of years it will take for a person 
to afford a specified dwelling type in a selected suburb, based off their 
annual income. This may involve consideration of mortgages and 
additional luxuries such as pools and tennis courts.


